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B Physics (Theory)1
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University of Chicago, 5640 S. Ellis Avenue, Chicago IL 60637

Abstract. Some theoretical aspects ofB physics are reviewed. These include a brief recapitulation
of information on weak quark transitions as described by theCabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)
matrix, descriptions of CP asymmetries inB decays to CP eigenstates and to self-tagging modes,
a discussion of final-state phases inB and charm decays, some topics onBs properties and decays,
prospects for unusual excitedB states opened by discovery of some narrowcs̄ resonances, and the
search for heavierQ = 1/3 quarks predicted in some extended grand unified theories.

1. INTRODUCTION

The physics ofB mesons (those containing theb [bottom or beauty] quark) has greatly
illuminated the study of the electroweak and strong interactions. This brief review is
devoted to some theoretical aspects ofB physics, with emphasis on current questions
for e+e− and hadron collider experiments. Section 2 reviews weak quark transitions.
We note in Section 3 progress and puzzles in the study ofB0 decays to CP eigenstates,
turning in Section 4 to direct CP asymmetries which require strong final-state phases for
their observation. Some aspects of these phases are described in in Section 5. We devote
Section 6 to the strangeB mesons, with Section 7 treating the possibility of narrowbs̄
states suggested by the recent observation of narrowcs̄ mesons. Section 8 discusses the
prospects for seeing heavierQ = 1/3 quarks. We summarize in Section 9. This review
updates and supplements Refs. [1, 2].

2. WEAK QUARK TRANSITIONS

The relative strengths of charge-changing weak quark transitions are shown in Fig. 1. It
is crucial to describe this pattern precisely in order to distinguish among theories which
might predict it, and to see whether it can reproduce all weakphenomena including CP
violation or whether some new ingredient is needed.
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FIGURE 1. Charge-changing weak transitions among quarks. Solid lines: relative strength 1; dashed
lines: relative strength 0.22; dot-dashed lines: relativestrength 0.04; dotted lines: relative strength≤ 0.01.

2.1. The CKM matrix

The interactions in Fig. 1 may be parametrized by a unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix which can be written approximately [3,4] in terms of a small
expansion parameterλ as

VCKM =







1− λ 2

2 λ Aλ 3(ρ − iη )
−λ 1− λ 2

2 Aλ 2

Aλ 3(1− ρ̄− iη̄ ) −Aλ 2 1






, (1)

whereρ̄ ≡ ρ(1− λ 2

2 ) andη̄ ≡ η (1− λ 2

2 ). The columns refer tod,s,b and the rows to
u,c, t. The parameterλ = 0.224 [4] is sinθc, whereθc is the Cabibbo angle. The value
|Vcb| ≃ 0.041, obtained fromb → c decays, indicatesA ≃ 0.82, while |Vub/Vcb| ≃ 0.1,
obtained fromb → u decays, implies(ρ2+η 2)1/2 ≃ 0.45. We shall generally use the
CKM parameters quoted in Ref. [5].

2.2. The unitarity triangle

The unitarity of the CKM matrix can be expressed in terms of a triangle in the complex
ρ̄+ iη̄ plane, with vertices at (0,0) (angleφ3 = γ), (1,0) (angleφ1= β), and(ρ̄, η̄ ) (angle
φ2=α ). The triangle has unit base and its other two sides areρ̄+iη̄ =−(V ∗

ubVud/V ∗
cbVcd)

φ1 = β) and 1− ρ̄ − iη̄ =−(V ∗
tbVtd/V ∗

cbVcd). The result is shown in Fig. 2.



FIGURE 2. The unitarity triangle [1]. Ranges of angles allowed at 95% c.l. [5] are 78◦ < α < 122◦,
20◦ < β < 27◦, and 38◦ < γ < 80◦.

Flavor-changing loop diagrams provide further constraints. CP-violatingK0–K
0 mix-

ing is dominated by ¯sd → d̄s with virtual tt̄ andW+W− intermediate states. It constrains
Im(V2

td)∼ η̄ (1− ρ̄), giving a hyperbolic band in the(ρ̄, η̄ ) plane.B0–B
0

mixing is dom-
inated bytt̄ andW+W− in the loop diagram for̄bd → d̄b, and thus constrains|Vtd| and

hence|1− ρ̄− iη̄ |. By comparingBs–Bs andB0–B
0

mixing, one reduces dependence on
matrix elements and learns|Vts/Vtd|> 4.4 or |1− ρ̄− iη̄ |< 1. The resulting constraints
are shown in Fig. 3 [5].

3. B DECAYS TO CP EIGENSTATES

The decays of neutralB mesons to CP eigenstatesf , whereCP| f 〉 = ξ f | f 〉, ξ f = ±1,
provide direct information on CKM phases without the need tounderstand complica-
tions of strong interactions. As a result ofB0–B

0
mixing, a stateB0 at proper timet = 0

evolves into a mixture ofB0 andB
0

denotedB0(t). Thus there will be one pathway to the

final statef from B0 through the amplitudeA and another fromB
0

through the amplitude
Ā, which acquires an additional phase 2φ1 = 2β through the mixing. The interference
of these two amplitudes can differ in the decaysB0(t)→ f andB

0
(t)→ f , leading to a

time-integrated rate asymmetry

ACP ≡ Γ(B0 → f )−Γ(B0 → f )

Γ(B0 → f )+Γ(B0 → f )
(2)

as well as to time-dependent rates
{

Γ[B0(t)→ f ]

Γ[B0
(t)→ f ]

}

∼ e−Γt [1∓A f cos∆mt ∓S f sin∆mt] , (3)

where

A f ≡
|λ |2−1
|λ |2+1

, S f ≡
2Imλ
|λ |2+1

, λ ≡ e−2iβ Ā
A

, (4)

whereS2
f +A2

f ≤ 1 [6, 7].
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FIGURE 3. Constraints in the(ρ̄, η̄ ) plane as of July 2002 (from the web page of Ref. [5]).

3.1. B0 → J/ψKS and φ1 = β

For this decay one has̄A/A ≃ ξJ/ψKS
= −1. The time-integrated asymmetryACP is

proportional to sin(2φ1) = sin(2β). Using this and related decays involving the same
quark subprocess, BaBar [8] finds sin(2β) = 0.741±0.067±0.033 while Belle [9] finds
0.719±0.074±0.035. The world average [10] is sin(2β) = 0.734±0.054, consistent
with other determinations [5, 11, 12].



3.2. B0 → π+π− and φ2 = α

Two amplitudes contribute to the decay: a “tree”T and a “penguin”P:

A =−(|T |eiγ+ |P|eiδ) , Ā =−(|T |e−iγ+ |P|eiδ) , (5)

whereδ is the relativeP/T strong phase. The asymmetryACP would be proportional
to sin(2α ) if the penguin amplitude could be neglected. One way to account for its
contribution is via an isospin analysis [13] ofB decays toπ+π−, π±π0, and π0π0,
separating the amplitudes for decays involvingI = 0 andI = 2 final states. Information
can then be obtained on both strong and weak phases. Since thebranching ratio ofB0 to
π0π0 may be very small, of order 10−6, alternative methods [14, 15] may be useful in
which flavor SU(3) symmetry is used to estimate the penguin contribution [16, 17, 18].

The tree amplitude forB0(= b̄d) → π+π− involves b̄ → π+ū, with the specta-
tor d quark combining with ¯u to form a π−. Its magnitude is|T |; its weak phase is
Arg(V ∗

ub) = γ; by convention its strong phase is 0. The penguin amplitude involves the
flavor structurēb → d̄, with the finald̄d pair fragmenting intoπ+π−. Its magnitude is
|P|. The dominantt contribution in the loop diagram for̄b → d̄ can be integrated out
and the unitarity relationVtdV ∗

tb = −VcdV ∗
cb −VudV ∗

ub used. TheVudV ∗
ub contribution can

be absorbed into a redefinition of the tree amplitude, after which the weak phase of the
penguin amplitude is 0 (modπ). By definition, its strong phase isδ.

The time-dependent asymmetriesSππ andAππ specify bothγ (or α = π−β −γ) and
δ, if one has an independent estimate of|P/T |. One may obtain|P| from B+ → K0π+

using flavor SU(3) [16, 17, 19] and|T | from B → πlν using factorization [20]. (An
alternative method discussed in Refs. [15, 18] uses the measured ratio of theB+→K0π+

andB0 → π+π− branching ratios to constrain|P/T |.)
In addition toSππandAππ, a useful quantity is the ratio of theB0 → π+π− branching

ratio B(π+π−) (unless otherwise specified, branching ratios refer to CP averages) to
that due to the tree amplitude alone:

Rππ≡
B(π+π−)

B(π+π−)|tree
= 1+2

∣

∣
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. (6)

One also has

RππSππ= sin2α +2

∣

∣

∣
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P
T
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∣
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cosδ sin(β −α )−
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∣
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∣

∣

∣

∣

2

sin2β , (7)

RππAππ=−2|P/T |sinδ sinγ . (8)

We takeβ = 23.6◦. The value of|P/T | (updating [14, 15]) is 0.28±0.06. Taking the
central value, we plot in Fig. 4 trajectories in the (Sππ,Aππ) plane for−π≤ δ ≤ π.

As shown in Table 1, BaBar [21] and Belle [22] obtain different asymmetries, es-
pecially Sππ. Even once this conflict is resolved, there are discrete ambiguities, since
curves for differentα intersect one another. These can be resolved with the help
of Rππ = 0.62± 0.28, as shown in Fig. 5. The present value favors large|δ| and



FIGURE 4. Curves depicting dependence ofSππ and Aππ on δ [1]. From right to left the curves
correspond toφ2 = (120◦,105◦,90◦,75◦,60◦). Plotted point: average of BaBar and Belle values (see text).
As |δ| increases from 0 toπ, the values ofSππbecome more positive, while the magnitudes|Aππ| increase
from zero and then return to zero. Positive values ofAππ correspond to negative values ofδ.

TABLE 1. Values ofSππandAππquoted by BaBar and Belle and their
averages. Here we have applied scale factors of

√

χ2 = (2.31,1.24) to
the errors forSππ andAππ, respectively.

Quantity BaBar [21] Belle [22] Average

Sππ 0.02±0.34±0.05 −1.23±0.41+0.08
−0.07 −0.49±0.61

Aππ 0.30±0.25±0.04 0.77±0.27±0.08 0.51±0.23

φ2 = α > 90◦, but with large uncertainty. It is not yet settled whetherAππ 6= 0, cor-
responding to “direct” CP violation.

Does the tree (T ) amplitude alone account for theB0 → π+π− rate (corresponding
to Rππ= 1) or is there destructive interference with the penguin terms (corresponding
to Rππ< 1)? Recently Zumin Luo and I [23] have combined theB → πlν spectrum
reported by the CLEO Collaboration [24] with information onthe B+ → π+π0 rate,
estimates of the ratio of color-suppressed to color-favored amplitude in this process,
other determinations of|Vub|, and lattice gauge theory predictions of theB → πlν form



FIGURE 5. Curves depicting dependence ofRππ on Sππ for various values ofδ[1]. The plotted point
is the average of BaBar and Belle values forSππ (see text).

factor at high momentum transfer, to find thatRππ= 0.87+0.11
−0.28. The corresponding fit

to theB → πlν spectrum is shown in Fig. 6, while the fit to the lattice predictions is
shown in Fig. 7. For massless leptons (a good approximation), the differential decay rate
is governed by a single form factorF+(q2):

dΓ
dq2(B

0 → π−ℓ+νℓ) =
G2

F |Vub|2
24π3 |~pπ|3|F+(q2)|2 , (9)

where we take the simple formF+(q2) = [F(0)](1+ aq2/m2
B∗)/(1− q2/m2

B∗). We find
a = 1.14+0.72

−0.42, F+(0) = 0.23±0.04. The evidence for destructive tree-penguin interfer-
ence inB0 → π+π− is not overwhelming. A more definite conclusion will be possible
when improvedB → πlν spectra become available.

3.3. B0 → φKS vs.B0 → J/ψKS

In B0 → φKS, governed by thēb → s̄ penguin amplitude, the standard model predicts
the same CP asymmetries as in those processes (likeB0 → J/ψKS) governed bȳb→ s̄cc̄.
In both cases the weak phase is expected to be 0 (modπ), so the indirect CP asymmetry
should be governed byB0–B

0
mixing and thus should be proportional to sin2β . There

should be no direct CP asymmetries (i.e.,A ≃ 0) in either case. This is true forB →
J/ψK; A is consistent with zero in the neutral mode, while the directCP asymmetry is
consistent with zero in the charged mode [8]. However, a different result forB0 → φKS
could point to new physics in thēb → s̄ penguin amplitude [25].
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FIGURE 6. Fit to
∫

dq2 dB

dq2 (B
0 → π−l+νl) values [23] obtained for threeq2 bins in Ref. [24]. Points

with errors correspond to data; the histogram represents the fit.

TABLE 2. Values ofSφKS andAφKS quoted by BaBar and Belle and their
averages. We have applied a scale factor of

√

χ2 = 2.29 to the error onAφKS .

Quantity BaBar [26] Belle [27] Average

SφKS −0.18±0.51±0.07 −0.73±0.64±0.22 −0.38±0.41
AφKS 0.80±0.38±0.12 −0.56±0.41±0.16 0.19±0.68

The experimental asymmetries inB0 → φKS [26, 27] are shown in Table 2. ForAφKS

there is a substantial discrepancy between BaBar and Belle.The value ofSφKS , which
should equal sin2β = 0.734±0.054 in the standard model, is about 2.7σ away from it.
If the amplitudes forB0 →φK0 andB+ →φK+ are equal (true in many approaches), the
time-integrated CP asymmetryACP in the charged mode should equalAφKS . The BaBar
Collaboration [28] has recently reportedACP(φK+) = 0.039±0.086±0.011.

Many proposals for new physics can account for the departureof SφKS from its
expected value of sin2β [29]. A method for extracting a new physics amplitude has
been developed [30], using the measured values ofSφKS andAφKS and the ratio

RφKS ≡
B(B0 → φKS)

B(B0 → φKS)|std
= 1+2r cosφcosδ + r2 , (10)

wherer is the ratio of the magnitude of the new amplitude to the one inthe standard
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of lattice data points with best-fit form factorF+(q2) [23]. Lattice data are
from UKQCD (squares), APE (stars), Fermilab (circles) and JLQCD (diamonds) (see [23]).

model, andφ andδ are their relative weak and strong phases. For any values ofRφKS ,
φ, andδ, Eq. (10) can be solved for the amplitude ratior and one then calculates the
asymmetry parameters as functions ofφ andδ. TheφKS branching ratio in the standard
model is calculated using the penguin amplitude fromB+ → K∗0π+ and an estimate of
electroweak penguin corrections. Various regions of(φ,δ) can reproduce the observed
values ofSφKS andAφKS . Typical values ofr are of order 1; one generally needs to invoke
new-physics amplitudes comparable to those in the standardmodel.

The above scenario envisions new physics entirely inB0 → φK0 and not inB+ →
K∗0π+. An alternative is that new physics contributes to theb̄ → s̄ penguin amplitude
and thus appears inboth decays. Again,SφKS suggests an amplitude associated with new
physics [30], but one must wait until the discrepancy with the standard model becomes
more significant. At present both the decaysB0 → KS(K+K−)CP=+ and B0 → η ′KS
display CP asymmetries consistent with standard expectations.



TABLE 3. Values ofSη ′KS
andAη ′KS

quoted by BaBar and Belle and

their averages. We have applied scale factors
√

χ2 = (1.48,1.15) to the
errors forSη ′KS

andAη ′KS
, respectively.

Quantity BaBar [26] Belle [27] Average

Sη ′KS
0.02±0.34±0.03 0.76±0.36+0.05

−0.06 0.37±0.37
Aη ′KS

−0.10±0.22±0.03 0.26±0.22±0.03 0.08±0.18

3.4. B0 → KS(K+K−)CP=+

The Belle Collaboration [27] finds that forK+K− not in theφ peak, most of the decay
B0 → KSK+K− involves even CP for theK+K− system (ξK+K− =+1). It is found that

− ξK+K−SK+K− = 0.49±0.43±0.11+0.33
−0.00 , (11)

AK+K− = −0.40±0.33±0.10+0.00
−0.26 , (12)

where the third set of errors arise from uncertainty in the fraction of the CP-odd compo-
nent. Independent estimates of this fraction have been performed in Refs. [31] and [32].
The quantity−ξK+K−SK+K− should equal sin2β in the standard model, but additional
non-penguin contributions can lead this quantity to range between 0.2 and 1.0 [32].

3.5. B → η ′K (charged and neutral modes)

At present neither the rate nor the CP asymmetry inB → η ′K present a significant
challenge to the standard model. The rate can be reproduced with the help of a modest
contribution from a “flavor-singlet penguin” amplitude [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. (An alterna-
tive treatment [38] finds an enhanced standard-penguin contribution toB → η ′K.) The
CP asymmetry is not a problem; the ordinary and singlet penguin amplitudes have the
same weak phase Arg(V ∗

tsVtb)≃ π and hence one expectsSη ′KS
≃ sin2β , Aη ′KS

≃ 0. The
experimental situation is shown in Table 3. The value ofSη ′KS

is consistent with the
standard model expectation at the 1σ level, whileAη ′KS

is consistent with zero.
The singlet penguin amplitude may contribute elsewhere inB decays. It is a possible

source of a low-effective-mass ¯pp enhancement [39] inB+ → p̄pK+ [40].

4. DIRECT CP ASYMMETRIES

Decays such asB → Kπ (with the exception ofB0 → K0π0) are self-tagging: Their
final states indicate the flavor of the decaying state. For example, theK+π− final state
is expected to originate purely from aB0 and not from aB

0
. Such self-tagging decays

involve both weak and strong phases. Several methods permitone to separate these from
one another.



4.1. B0 → K+π− vs.B+ → K0π+

The decayB+ → K0π+ is a pure penguin (P) process, while the amplitude forB0 →
K+π− is proportional toP+T , whereT is a (strangeness-changing) tree amplitude. The
ratioT/P has magnituder, weak phaseγ±π, and strong phaseδ. The ratioR0 of these
two rates (averaged over a process and its CP conjugate) is

R0 ≡
Γ(B0 → K+π−)

Γ(B+ → K0π+)
= 1−2r cosγcosδ + r2 ≥ sin2γ , (13)

where the inequality holds for anyr andδ. ForR0 < 1 this inequality implies a constraint
on γ [41]. Using branching ratios [42, 43, 44] averaged in Ref. [45] and theB+/B0

lifetime ratio from Ref. [46], one findsR0 = 0.948±0.074, which is consistent with 1
and does not permit application of the bound. However, usingadditional information on
r and the CP asymmetry inB0 → K+π−, one can obtain a constraint onγ [14, 47].

In Refs. [14, 47] we defined a “pseudo-asymmetry” normalizedby the rate for
B0 → K0π+, a process which should not have a CP asymmetry since only thepenguin
amplitude contributes to it:

A0 ≡
Γ(B0 → K−π+)−Γ(B0 → K+π−)

2Γ(B+ → K0π+)
= R0ACP(K

+π−) =−2r sinγsinδ . (14)

One can eliminateδ between this equation and Eq. (13) and plotR0 as a function ofγ
for the allowed range of|A0|. For a recent analysis based on this method see [1]. Instead
we shall directly useACP(K+π−), as in Refs. [2] and [48].

The value ofr, based on present branching ratios and arguments given in Refs.
[1, 14, 47]) isr = 0.17± 0.04. BaBar and Belle data implyACP(K+π−) = −0.09±
0.04, leading us to take its magnitude as less than 0.13 at the 1σ level. Curves for
ACP(K+π−) = 0 and|ACP(K+π−)|= 0.13 are shown in Fig. 8 [45]. The lower limitr =
0.13 is used to generate these curves since the limit onγ will be the most conservative.

Using the 1σ constraints onR0 and|ACP(K+π−)| one findsγ >∼ 50◦. No bound can
be obtained at the 95% confidence level, however. Further data are needed in order for a
useful constraint to be obtained.

4.2. B+ → K+π0 vs.B+ → K0π+

The comparison of rates forB+ → K+π0 and B+ → K0π+ also gives information
on γ. The amplitude forB+ → K+π0 is proportional toP+T +C, whereC is a color-
suppressed amplitude. It was suggested in [49] that this amplitude be compared with
P from B+ → K0π+ and T +C taken fromB+ → π+π0 using flavor SU(3) and a
triangle construction to determineγ. Electroweak penguin amplitudes contributing in the
T +C term [50] may be taken into account [51] by noting that sinceT +C corresponds
to isospinI(Kπ) = 3/2 for the final state, the strong-interaction phase of its EWP
contribution is the same as that of the rest of theT +C amplitude.



FIGURE 8. Behavior ofR0 for r = 0.134 andA0 = 0 (dashed curves) or|A0|= 0.13 (solid curve) as a
function of the weak phaseγ [45]. Horizontal dashed lines denote±1σ experimental limits onR0, while
dot-dashed lines denote 95% c.l. (±1.96σ) limits.

New data on branching ratios and CP asymmetries permit an update of previous
analyses [14, 51]. One makes use of the quantities (see [37] and [45])

Rc ≡
2Γ(B+ → K+π0)

Γ(B+ → K0π+)
= 1.24±0.13 , (15)

ACP(K
+π0) =−2rc sinδc sinγ

Rc
= 0.035±0.071 , (16)

whererc ≡ |(T +C)/P|= 0.20±0.02, and a strong phaseδc is eliminated by combining
(15) and (16). One must also use an estimate [51] of the electroweak penguin parameter
δEW = 0.65±0.15. One obtains the most conservative (i.e., weakest) boundonγ for the
maximum values ofrc andδEW [14]. The resulting plot is shown in Fig. 9 [1, 45].) One
obtains a bound at the 1σ level very similar to that in the previous case:γ >∼ 52◦. The
bound is actually set by the curve forzero CP asymmetry, as emphasized in Ref. [51].

4.3. Asymmetries inB+ → (π0,η ,η ′)K+

The amplitudes for the decaysB+ → M0K+ [(M0 = (π0,η ,η ′)] all are dominated by
penguin amplitudes and can be expressed as

A(B+ → M0K+) = a(eiγ−δEW )eiδT −b , (17)



FIGURE 9. Behavior ofRc for rc = 0.22 (1σ upper limit) andACP(K+π0) = 0 (dashed curves) or
|ACP(K+π0)|= 0.11 (solid curve) as a function of the weak phaseγ [45]. Horizontal dashed lines denote
±1σ experimental limits onRc, while dotdashed lines denote 95% c.l. (±1.96σ) limits. We have taken
δEW = 0.80 (its 1σ upper limit), which leads to the most conservative bound onγ.

wherea andb may be calculated using flavor SU(3) from other processes [37], andδT
is a strong phase. The allowed ranges of the resulting CP asymmetries are shown in Fig.
10 [37]. The asymmetries are sensitive toδT but vary less significantly withγ over the
95% c.l. allowed range [5] 38◦ < γ < 80◦. For illustration we have chosenγ = 60◦.

The constraints onδT from ACP(π0K+) are−34◦ ≤ δT ≤ 19◦ and a region of com-
parable size aroundδT = π. The allowed range ofACP(ηK+) restricts these regions
further, leading to net allowed regions−7◦ ≤ δT ≤ 19◦ or a comparable region around
δT = π. These regions do not change much if we varyγ over its allowed range. The
scheme of Ref. [38] predicts an opposite sign ofACP(ηK+) to ours for a given sign of
δT and hence the constraints will differ.

4.4. B+ → π+η

The possibility that several different amplitudes could contribute to B+ → π+η ,
thereby leading to the possibility of a large direct CP asymmetry, has been recognized
for some time [19, 33, 34, 52, 53]. Contributions can arise from a tree amplitude (color-
favored plus color-suppressed)T +C, whose magnitude is estimated from that occurring
in B+ →π+π0, a penguin amplitudeP, obtained via flavor SU(3) fromB+ →K0π+, and
a singlet penguin amplitudeS, obtained fromB → η ′K.

In Table 4 we summarize branching ratios and CP asymmetries obtained for the decay



FIGURE 10. PredictedCP rate asymmetries whenγ= 60◦ for B+ →π0K+ (top),B+ → ηK+ (middle),
and B+ → η ′K+ (bottom) [37]. Horizontal dashed lines denote 95% c.l. (±1.96σ) upper and lower
experimental bounds, leading to corresponding bounds onδT denoted by vertical dashed lines. Arrows
point toward allowed regions.

TABLE 4. Branching ratios and CP asymmetries
for B+ → π+η .

B (10−6) ACP

CLEO [54] 1.2+2.8
−1.2 (< 5.7) –

BaBar [55] 4.2+1.0
−0.9±0.3 −0.51+0.20

−0.18
Belle [43] 5.2+2.0

−1.7±0.6 –
Average 4.1±0.9 −0.51+0.20

−0.18
|T +C|2 alone 3.5 0
|P+ S|2 alone 1.9 0

B+ → π+η by CLEO [54], BaBar [55], and Belle [43]. We assume that theS andP
amplitudes have the same weak and strong phases. The equality of their weak phases is
quite likely, while tests exist for the latter assumption [37].

If an amplitudeA for a process receives two contributions with differing strong and
weak phases, one can write

A = a1+a2eiφeiδ , Ā = a1+a2e−iφeiδ . (18)



The CP-averaged decay rate is proportional toa2
1+a2

2+2a1a2cosφcosδ, while the CP
asymmetry is

ACP =− 2a1a2sinφsinδ
a2

1+a2
2+2a1a2cosφcosδ

. (19)

In the case ofB+ → π+η the rates and CP asymmetry suggest that|sinφsinδ| >
|cosφcosδ|.

By combining the branching ratio andCP rate asymmetry information of theπ±η
modes, one can extract the values of the relative strong phase δ and the weak phase
α , assuming maximal constructive interference between ordinary and singlet penguin
amplitudes. On the basis of the range of amplitudes extracted from other processes, we
find that the rates and CP asymmetries forB+ → π±η andB+ → π±η ′ are correlated
with one another [37]:

ACP(π+η ) =−(0.91sinδ sinα )/(1−0.91cosδ cosα ) , (20)

ACP(π+η ′) =−(sinδ sinα )/(1−cosδ cosα ) , (21)

B(π+η ) = 5×10−6(1−0.91cosδ cosα ) , (22)

B(π+η ′) = 3.4×10−6(1−cosδ cosα ) , (23)

whereB refers to a CP-averaged branching ratio. One finds thatB(B+ → π+η ′) =
(2.7±0.7)×10−6 (below current upper bounds) and thatACP(π+η ′) =−0.57±0.23.

The amplitudes forB± → π±η may be written in the form

A(π±η ) ∼ e±iγ
[

1− rη ei(±α+δ)
]

, (24)

where rη (estimated in Ref. [37] to be 0.65± 0.06) is the ratio of penguin to tree
contributions to theB± → π±η decay amplitudes. We defineRη as the ratio of the
observedCP-averagedB± → π±η decay rate to that which would be expected in the
limit of no penguin contributions and find

Rη = 1+ r2
η −2rη cosα cosδ = 1.18±0.30 . (25)

One can then use the information on the observedCP asymmetry in this mode to
eliminateδ and constrainα . (For a related treatment with a different convention for
penguin amplitudes see Ref. [48].) The asymmetry is

Aη =−2rη sinα sinδ/Rη =−0.51±0.19 , (26)

so one can either use the result

Rη = 1+ r2
η ±

√

4r2
η cos2α − (Aη Rη )2cot2α (27)

with experimental ranges ofRη andAη or solve (27) forRη in terms ofα andAη . The
result of this latter method is illustrated in Fig. 11 [37].



FIGURE 11. Predicted value ofRη (ratio of observedCP-averagedB± → π±η decay rate to that
predicted for tree amplitude alone) as a function ofα for various values ofCP asymmetry|Aη | [37].
(The values 0.70 and 0.32 correspond to±1σ errors on this asymmetry.)

The range ofα allowed at 95% c.l. in standard-model fits to CKM parameters is
78◦ ≤ α ≤ 122◦ [5]. For comparison, Fig. 11 permits values ofα in the three ranges

14◦ ≤ α ≤ 53◦ , 60◦ ≤ α ≤ 120◦ , 127◦ ≤ α ≤ 166◦ (28)

if Rη and|Aη | are constrained to lie within their 1σ limits. The middle range overlaps
the standard-model parameters, restricting them slightly. Better constraints onα in this
region would require reduction of errors onRη .

5. FINAL-STATE PHASES

5.1. B decays

We have seen that final-state phases are needed in order to observe direct CP asym-
metries. It is interesting to obtain information on such phases in thoseD decays in which
weak phases are expected to play little role, so that magnitures of amplitudes directly
reflect relative strong phases. As one example we illustratesuch phases in the decays
of B → Dπ and related processes in Fig. 12 [56]. The color-suppressedamplitudeC is
found to have a non-trivial strong phase with respect to the color-favored tree amplitude
T , with a small exchange amplitudeE (governingB0 → D−

s K+) at an even larger phase
with respect toT . Such large phases can signal strong rescattering effects.



FIGURE 12. Amplitude triangle forB → Dπ and related decays [56]. The amplitudeE points from
eitherO or O′ to the center of the small circle. The amplitudesT andC are shown only for the first of
these two solutions. HereA(B0 → D−π+) = T +E, A(B+ → D

0π+) = T +C,
√

2A(B0 → D
0π0) =C−E,√

3A(B0 → D
0η ) =−(C+E), andA(B0 → D−

s K+) = E.

5.2. Charm decays

In one method for measuring the weak phaseγ in B± → K±(KK∗)D decays, the
relative strong phaseδD in D0 → K∗+K− andD0 → K∗−K+ decays (equivalently, in
D0 → K∗+K− and D

0 → K∗+K−) plays a role [57]. A study of the Dalitz plot in
D0 → K+K−π0 can yield information on this phase [58]. By comparing such Dalitz
plots for constructive and destructive interference between the twoK∗ bands one finds
that a clear-cut distinction is possible betweenδD = 0 andδD = ±π with a couple of
thousand decays.

6. BS MIXING AND DECAYS

6.1. Bs–Bs mixing

The ratio of theBs–Bs mixing amplitude∆ms to theB0–B
0

mixing amplitude∆md
(Bd ≡ B0) is given by

∆ms

∆md
=

f 2
Bs

BBs

f 2
Bd

BBd

mBs

mBd

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vts

Vtd

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

≃ 48×2±1 . (29)

Here fBd,s are meson decay constants, whileBBd,s express the degree to which the mixing
amplitude is due to vacuum intermediate states. A lattice estimate of the ratioξ ≡
( fBs/ fBd)

√

BBs/BBd is 1.21±0.04±0.05 [59]. We have taken|Vtd|= Aλ 3|1− ρ̄− iη̄ |=
(0.8±0.2)Aλ 3 with |Vts|= Aλ 2 andλ = 0.22. With [46]∆md = 0.502±0.006 ps−1 one
then predicts∆ms = 24 ps−1×2±1. The lower portion of this range is already excluded
by the bound [46]∆ms > 14.4 ps−1 (95% c.l.). When∆ms is measured it will constrain
ρ̄ significantly.



6.2. Decays to CP eigenstates

6.2.1. Bs → J/ψφ, J/ψη , . . ..

Since the weak phase in̄b → c̄cs̄ is expected to be zero while that ofBs–Bs mixing is
expected to be very small, one expects CP asymmetries to be only a few percent in the
standard model for thoseBs decays dominated by this quark subprocess. TheBs → J/ψφ
final state is not a CP eigenstate but the even and odd CP components can be separated
using angular analyses. The final states ofBs → J/ψη andBs → J/ψη ′ are CP-even so
no such analysis is needed.

6.2.2. Bs → K+K− vs. B0 → π+π−.

A comparison of time-dependent asymmetries inBs → K+K− andB0 → π+π− [60]
allows one to separate out strong and weak phases and relative tree and penguin contri-
butions. InBs →K+K− theb̄→ s̄ penguin amplitude is dominant, while the strangeness-
changing tree amplitudēb → ūus̄ is smaller. InB0 → π+π− it is the other way around:
Theb̄→ ūud̄ tree amplitude dominates, while theb̄→ d̄ penguin is Cabibbo-suppressed.
The U-spin subgroup of SU(3), which interchangess andd quarks, relates each ampli-
tude in one process to that in the other apart from the CKM factors.

6.2.3. Bs, B0 → K+π−.

In comparingBs → K+K− with B0 → π+π−, the mass peaks will overlap with one
another if analyzed in terms of the same final state (e.g.,π+π−) [61]. Thus, in the
absence of good particle identification, a variant on this scheme employing the decays
B0→K+π− andBs →K−π+ (also related to one another by U-spin) may be useful [62].
For these final states, kinematic separation may be easier. One can also study the time-
dependence ofBs → K+K− while normalizing the penguin amplitude usingBs → K0K

0

[63].

6.3. Other SU(3) relations

The U-spin subgroup of SU(3) allows one to relate many otherBs decays besides
those mentioned above to correspondingBd decays [64]. Particularly useful are relations
between CP-violating ratedifferences. One thus will have the opportunity to perform
many tests of flavor SU(3) and to learn a great deal more about final-state phase patterns
when a variety ofBs decays can be studied.



7. EXCITED STATES

7.1. Flavor tagging for neutral B mesons

A promising method for tagging the flavor of a neutralB meson is to study the
charge of the leading light hadron accompanying the fragmentation of the heavy quark
[65, 66, 67]. For example, an initialb will fragment into aB

0 by “dressing” itself with
a d̄. The accompanyingd, if incorporated into a charged pion, will end up in aπ−.
Thus aπ− is more likely to be “near” aB

0
than to aB0 in phase space. This correlation

betweenπ− andB
0

(and the corresponding correlation betweenπ+ andB0) is also what
one would expect on the basis of non-exotic resonance formation. Thus the study of the
resonance spectrum of the excitedB mesons which can decay toB+π or B∗+π is of
special interest [68]. The lowest such mesons are the P-wavelevels of ab̄ antiquark and
a light (u or d) quark.

7.2. ExcitedDs states belowD(∗)K threshold

In April of this year the BaBar Collaboration [69] reported anarrow resonance at
2317 MeV decaying toDsπ0. This state was quickly confirmed by CLEO [70], who also
presented evidence for a narrow state at 2463 MeV decaying toD∗

s π0. Both states have
been confirmed by Belle [71]. We mention briefly why these states came as surprises.

The previously known P-wave levels of a charmed quarkc and an antistrange ¯s were
candidates forJ = 1 andJ = 2 states at 2535 and 2572 MeV [72]. These levels have
narrow widths behave as expected if the spin of the ¯s and the orbital angular momentum
were coupled up toj = 3/2. (One expectsj- j rather thanL-S coupling in a light-heavy
system [73, 74, 75].) If thej = 1/2 states were fairly close to these in mass one would
then expect anotherJ = 1 state and aJ = 0 state somewhere above 2500 MeV. Instead,
the candidate for theJ =0 cs̄ state is the one at 2317 MeV, with the state at 2463 MeV the
candidate for the secondJ = 1 level. Belle’s observation of the decayDsJ(2463)→ Dsγ
reinforces this interpretation [71]. Both states are narrow since they are too light to
decay respectively toDK or D∗K. They decay instead via isospin-violating transitions.
They are either candidates forD(∗)K molecules [76], or indications of a broken chiral
symmetry which places them as positive-parity partners of theDs andD∗

s negative-parity
cs̄ ground states [77]. Indeed, the mass splittings between theparity partners appear to
be exactly as predicted ten years ago [78]. Potential-basedquarkonium models have a
hard time accommodating such low masses [79, 80, 81],

There should existnon-strange j = 1/2 0+ and 1+ states, lower in mass than the
j = 3/2 states at 2422 and 2459 MeV [72] but quite broad since their respectiveDπ and
D
∗π channels will be open. The study of such states will be of great interest since the

properties of the correspondingB-flavored states will be useful in tagging the flavor of
neutralB mesons.



7.3. Narrow positive-parity states belowB
(∗)

K threshold?

If a strange antiquark can bind to a charmed quark in both negative- and positive-parity
states, the same must be true for a strange antiquark and ab quark. One should then
expect to see narrowJP = 0+ and 1+ states with the quantum numbers ofBK andB

∗
K

but below those respective thresholds. They should decay toBsπ0 andB
∗
s π0, respectively.

To see such decays one will need a multi-purpose detector with good charged particle
andπ0 identification!

8. EXOTIC Q =−1/3 QUARKS

Might there be heavier quarks visible at hadron colliders? At present we have evidence
for three families of quarks and leptons belonging to 16-dimensional multiplets of the
grand unified group SO(10) (counting right-handed neutrinos as a reasonable explana-
tion of the observed oscillations between different flavorsof neutrinos). Just as SO(10)
was pieced together from multiplets of SU(5) with dimensions 1, 5, and 10, the small-
est representation of a still larger grand unified group could contain the 16-dimensional
SO(10) spinor. Such a group is E6 [82]. Its smallest representation, of dimension 27,
contains a 16-dimensional spinor, a 10-dimensional vector, and a singlet of SO(10). The
10-dimensional vector contains vector-like isosinglet quarks “h” and antiquarks̄h of
chargeQ =±1/3 and isodoublet leptons. The SO(10) singlets are candidates for sterile
neutrinos, one for each family.

The new exotich quarks can mix with theb quark and push its mass down with respect
to the top quark [83]. Troy Andre and I are looking at signatures ofhh̄ production in
hadron colliders, to either set lower mass limits or see suchquarks through their decays
to Z +b, W + t, and possibly Higgs+b. TheZ, for example, would be identified by its
decays toνν̄ , ℓ+ℓ−, or jet+ jet, while the Higgs boson would show up through itsbb̄
decay if it were far enough belowW+W− threshold.

9. SUMMARY

The processB0 → J/ψKS has provided spectacular confirmation of the Kobayashi-
Maskawa theory of CP violation, measuringβ to a few degrees. Now one is entering
the territory of more difficult measurements.

The decayB0 → π+π− can give useful information onα . One needs either a mea-
surement ofB(B0 → π0π0) [13], probably at the 10−6 level (present limits [42, 43, 44]
are several times that), or a better estimate of the tree amplitude fromB → πlν [20].
Indeed, such an estimate has been presented recently [23]. The BaBar and Belle exper-
imental CP asymmetries [21, 22] will eventually converge toone another, as did the
initial measurements of sin2β usingB0 → J/ψKS.

TheB → φKS decay can display new physics via specialb̄ → s̄ss̄ operators or effects
on theb̄ → s̄ penguin. Some features of any new amplitude can be extractedfrom the
data in a model-independent way if one uses both rate and asymmetry information [30].



While the effective value of sin2β in B0 → φKS seems to differ from its expected value
by more than 2σ , CP asymmetries inB → KS(K+K−)CP=+ do not seem anomalous.

The rate forB → η ′KS is not a problem for the standard model if one allows for a
modest flavor-singlet penguin contribution in addition to the standard penguin ampli-
tude. The CP asymmetries for this process are in accord with the expectations of the
standard model at the 1σ level or better. Effects of the singlet penguin amplitude may
also be visible elsewhere, for example inB+ → pp̄K+.

Various ratios ofB→Kπ rates, when combined with information on CP asymmetries,
show promise for constraining phases in the CKM matrix. These tests have steadily im-
proved in accuracy in the past couple of years. One expects further progress ase+e−

luminosities increase, and as hadron colliders begin to provide important contributions.
The decaysB+ → π+η andB+ → π+η ′ show promise for displaying large CP asym-
metries [37] since they involve contributions of differentamplitudes with comparable
magnitudes. Strong final-state phases, important for the observation of direct CP viola-
tion, are beginning to be mapped out inB decays.

In the near term the prospects for learning about theBs–Bs mixing amplitude are good.
The potentialities of hadron colliders for the study study of CP violation and branching
ratios in Bs decays will be limited only by the versatility of detectors.Surprises in
spectroscopy, as illustrated by the low-lying positive-parity cs̄ candidiates, still can
occur, and one is sure to find more of them. Finally, one can search for objects related
to the properties ofb quarks, such as the exotic isosinglet quarksh, with improved
sensitivity in Run II of the Tevatron and with greatly expanded reach at the LHC.
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